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ABSTRACT

Williams syndrome (WS) is a neurodevelopmental disorder associated with deletion of ~20 contiguous

PT

genes in chromosome band 7q11.23. Individuals with WS exhibit mild to moderate mental retardation,
but are relatively more proficient in specific language and musical abilities. We used tensor-based

RI

morphometry (TBM) to visualize the complex pattern of gray/white matter reductions in WS, based on
fluid registration of structural brain images.

SC

Methods: 3D T1-weighted brain MRIs of 41 WS subjects (age: 29.2±9.2SD years; 23F/18M) and 39 agematched healthy controls (age: 27.5±7.4 years; 23F/16M) were fluidly registered to a minimum

NU

deformation target. Fine-scale volumetric differences were mapped between diagnostic groups. Local
regions were identified where regional structure volumes were associated with diagnosis, and with

MA

intelligence quotient (IQ) scores. Brain asymmetry was also mapped and compared between diagnostic
groups.

Results: WS subjects exhibited widely distributed brain volume reductions (~10-15% reduction; P <

D

0.0002, permutation test). After adjusting for total brain volume, the frontal lobes, anterior cingulate,

TE

superior temporal gyrus, amygdala, fusiform gyrus and cerebellum were found to be relatively preserved
in WS, but parietal and occipital lobes, thalamus and basal ganglia, and midbrain were disproportionally
decreased in volume (P < 0.0002). These regional volumes also correlated positively with performance
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IQ in adult WS subjects (age ≥ 30 years, P = 0.038).
Conclusion: TBM facilitates 3D visualization of brain volume reductions in WS.

Reduced

parietal/occipital volumes may be associated with visuospatial deficits in WS. By contrast, frontal lobes,
amygdala, and cingulate gyrus are relatively preserved or even enlarged, consistent with unusual affect
regulation and language production in WS.

1. INTRODUCTION

Williams Syndrome (WS) is a neurodevelopmental microdeletion disorder, resulting in characteristic
cardiovascular abnormalities and typical facial features. WS is also an informative model for studying the
linkage between genetic deficits and their neurobiological effects on the brain and behavior. The
syndrome is associated with deletion of a 1-2 Mb contiguous genomic region containing about 25 genes
in chromosome band 7q11.23, including the genes for elastin which has been implicated in congenital
heart deficits in persons with WS (Korenberg et al., 2000), such as septal defects or pulmonary/aortic
stenosis. Neurobiologically, individuals with WS exhibit mild to moderate mental retardation and
learning difficulties, yet there are nonetheless distinctive patterns of relative strengths and weaknesses.
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Individuals with WS are profoundly impaired in visuoconstructive spatial abilities, impaired in problem
solving, but show relative strengths in language, particularly expressive language and face processing. In
addition, individuals with WS tend to exhibit a characteristic personality that includes overfriendliness as

PT

well as the use of language for social purposes (Bellugi et al., 1999; Bellugi et al., 2001).

RI

Such an imbalance in intellectual ability has been associated with an uneven pattern of relative deficits
and excesses in the volume of specific brain regions. Volumetric studies have shown that the volume of

SC

the frontal lobes in WS is relatively preserved compared with individuals with Down syndrome or healthy
controls (Jernigan et al., 1993; Reiss et al., 2000), but occipital and superior parietal cortices are

NU

disproportionally reduced in volume (Reiss et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2005). Volumetric studies can be
labor-intensive, and the spatial detail obtained is limited by the manual delineation of pre-selected regions

MA

of interest so it cannot visualize the profile of volume differences at the voxel-by-voxel level. Voxelbased morphometry (VBM) provides more spatial detail regarding the profile of tissue excess and deficits
throughout the brain region, by comparing the gray matter density (smoothed gray matter maps) in

D

spatially normalized MR images at each voxel. VBM studies have detected systematic differences in

TE

brain morphology between WS and normal subjects, such as reduced volumes in parieto-occipital cortex
(Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2004; Reiss et al., 2004; Boddaert et al., 2006; Eckert et al., 2006a).
Nevertheless, these studies have often been based on small samples. Even so, effect sizes in VBM studies
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are typically small, and may be insufficient to describe morphological variations that may be broadly
distributed throughout the entire brain in this neurodevelopmental disorder. More recent work has
examined cortical gray matter thickness, using surface based modeling and elastic warping of sulcal
patterns to integrate information across subjects (Thompson et al., 2005). This work identified a
circumscribed area of the right perisylvian and inferior temporal regions where the cortex was on average
5-10% thicker in Williams syndrome, suggesting a localized failure of cortical maturation. Other studies
have detected temporo-parietal gyrification differences (Eckert et al., 2006b), and increased cortical
complexity quantified using fractal dimension measures (Thompson et al., 2005), mean curvature maps
(Gaser et al., 2006; Tosun et al., 2006; Tosun et al., 2007), or by counting sulcal branches identified
automatically as a graph of connected curves on the cortex (Shi et al., 2007).

In this paper, we apply tensor-based morphometry (TBM), see (Davatzikos et al., 1996; Thompson et al.,
2000; Davatzikos et al., 2001; Fox et al., 2001; Shen and Davatzikos, 2003; Chung et al., 2004;
Studholme et al., 2004; Chiang et al., 2007) for related work, to detect and automatically quantify subtle
and distributed patterns of brain volume differences between 41 WS and 39 normal subjects. In the TBM
approach, all images are nonlinearly deformed to match a preselected brain image, which acts as a
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template. Then, the Jacobian determinant (i.e., the local expansion factor) of the deformation fields is
used to gauge the local volume differences between the individual images and the template, and these can
be analyzed statistically to identify group differences or localized volume increases/reductions at the

PT

voxel level. In our implementation of TBM, which we have previously applied to examine brain atrophy
in HIV/AIDS (Chiang et al., 2007), nonlinear image deformation is based on a fluid-deformation
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algorithm by maximizing the Jensen-Rényi divergence (JRD) of the joint intensity histogram (Chiang et
al., 2007). Our results demonstrate that TBM may more clearly visualize the unique morphological

SC

profile in WS brains, identifying a more extensive but complementary pattern of differences relative to
prior work using voxel-based morphometry or volumetric parcellation. Among adult WS subjects, we

NU

also examined links between volumes of specific brain regions and intellectual performance. Finally, we
examine the distribution of brain volume asymmetry in both WS and control subjects, mapping the profile

MA

of group differences.

D

2. METHODS

TE

2.1. WS and Control Subjects

The study analyzed the data of 41 subjects with genetically confirmed Williams syndrome (mean±SD,
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29.2±9.2 years of age; range, 12–50 years of age; 18 males, 23 females; diagnosis confirmed by
fluorescent in situ hybridization tested for deletion of one copy of the elastin gene on chromosome 7) and
39 age-matched healthy controls (27.5±7.4 years of age; range, 18–49 years of age; 16 males, 23
females). These subjects were included in Reiss et al. (2004); the same cohort was studied in our prior
reports (Thompson et al., 2005; Gaser et al., 2006), but in this study we excluded one WS and one control
subject whose scans had relatively poor image contrast. Given the large effect sizes and relatively large
sample, we preferred to exclude these two scans, as the sample size was more than sufficient to model the
effects of interest. Nevertheless, the age distribution (mean, SD, and range) of the subjects in this paper is
almost identical to that in Thompson et al. (2005) and Gaser et al. (2006). (WS: mean±SD, 29.2±9.0 years
of age; range, 12–50 years of age; 19M/23F; controls: 27.5±7.4 years of age; range, 18–49 years of age;
16M/24F). Exclusion criteria included a history of medical conditions not typically associated with WS,
such as epilepsy or other neurological conditions. All WS participants were evaluated at the Salk Institute
(La Jolla, CA) as part of a program project on genetics, neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and cognition.
Wechsler intelligence quotient (IQ) scores (full-scale, verbal, and performance) were available for 39 of
the 41 WS subjects; the two untested subjects exhibited similar levels of cognitive function on other
measures. As in the study by Reiss et al. (2004), healthy control subjects (with no history of major
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psychiatric, neurological, or cognitive impairment) were recruited at both the Salk Institute and Stanford
University. Control subjects were further screened to rule out any history of learning, language, or
behavioral disorder. The majority of controls in the study did not have IQ testing performed. All

PT

procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of both institutions, and all participants

RI

provided informed consent (and parents or guardians provided written consent where appropriate).

SC

2.2. Image Scanning and Registration

Image acquisition and registration

NU

All participants received 3D spoiled gradient recovery (SPGR) anatomical brain MRI scans
(256x192x124 matrix, TR = 24 ms, TE = 5ms; 24-cm field of view; 1.2-mm slices, zero gap; flip angle =

MA

45°) using a GE-Signa 1.5 T scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, MI). The same scanner type and
exactly the same SPGR pulse sequence were used at the Salk Institute and at Stanford University.
Following removal of extracerebral tissues (e.g., scalp and meninges), the MRI brain scan of each subject

D

was co-registered to the ICBM53 average brain template (Mazziotta et al., 2001) using 9-parameter affine

TE

registration with translations, rotations, and independent scalings in the x-, y-, and z- directions. The
template is one of several standardized adult brain templates and was generated by averaging highresolution brain MRI scans (n = 53) in the ICBM standard space to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, after
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nonlinear image registration using the ANIMAL algorithm ((Collins et al., 1995), Montreal Neurological
Institute, McGill University, Canada); the template is part of the MINC distribution of brain templates,
image analysis algorithms and display software. To retain information on the overall change in brain
volume incurred by scaling images from scanner space to the ICBM space (see below), a zoom factor was
computed from the determinant of the global linear transformation.

All subjects’ images were then registered to an optimized target (see below for target selection) using a
nonlinear algorithm based on maximizing the Jensen-Rényi divergence (JRD) of the joint intensity
histogram, with the deformation field regularized in a fluid scheme (Chiang et al., 2007).

Target selection
To select an optimized target, we adopted the “minimum-deformation target” (MDT) proposed by
Kochunov et al. (2001). For subject image i (1 = i = n) initially serving as a registration target, a target
quality score (TQS), summarizing its deviation from all the other images, is given by:
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TQSi =

N

1
∑
N k=1

[ S (x ) ⋅ D (x ) ],
1/ 2

i

k

i

k

Di (x) =

u j (x) − ui (x)

j=1, j≠ i

n −2

2

.
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n

∑
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where x k ∈ GM, WM or CSF, 1 ≤ k ≤ N
1 n
ui (x) =
∑ u j (x)
n j=1, j≠i
Si (x) = ui (x) ,

(1)

NU

At each voxel, S and D were computed from the deformation fields mapping all other subjects to the
target (with uj denoting the deformation vector for subject j) fluidly mapped to the target by maximizing

MA

the Jensen-Rényi divergence (Chiang et al., 2007). The subject with the lowest TQS was then defined as
the best individual target (BIT), denoted by IBIT, then the MDT brain (IMDT) is defined by:

1
n

n

∑ u j (x) is the average displacement field for all the other subjects mapped to the BIT,
j=1

TE

where h(x) = x −

(2)

D

IMDT (x) = IBIT (h −1 (x)),

and h−1 (x) was obtained from h(x) following the iterative method in (Christensen and Johnson, 2001).
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We preferred the optimized target computed from the average transformation for a typical image (e.g., the
BIT) rather than building a multi-subject average intensity atlas, as the former has sharper features and, in
general, leads to larger effect sizes when used in a morphometric study (Christensen et al., 2006; Chiang
et al., 2007). The MDT method is closest to what proposed in (Christensen et al., 2006) and (Park et al.,
2003). Other template optimization methods (Avants and Gee, 2004; Joshi et al., 2004; Studholme and
Cardenas, 2004; Twining et al., 2005) are also possible.

2.3. Tensor-based Morphometry and Statistical Comparisons

Comparison of regional brain volumes between WS subjects and controls
The Jacobian tensor in the ICBM space was obtained by taking the spatial gradient of the deformation
field from the fluid registration. Then the determinant of the Jacobian tensor in the native space (i.e.
before the brain was affinely registered to the ICBM53 template), denoted by Jnative, was computed from
the Jacobian determinant in the ICBM space (JICBM) using Jnative = JICBM / zoom factor, where the zoom
factor was defined in the previous section. The determinant of the Jacobian tensor was used as a local
index of tissue expansion (Jacobian > 1) or shrinkage (Jacobian < 1) relative to the target (Davatzikos et
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al., 1996; Chung et al., 2001). The percentage difference in mean volume at each voxel was estimated
from the ratio of the mean Jnative in WS versus control subjects. This indicates the degree to which the
volume of a specific region is higher or lower in WS than in matched controls, and the ratio can be turned

PT

into a percentage deficit. The Jacobian determinant values were first subjected to a log transformation
because the null distribution of the log(Jacobian) is closer to Normal than that of the Jacobian

RI

determinant, which is skewed and bounded below by zero (Ashburner and Friston, 2000; Woods, 2003;
Arsigny et al., 2005; Avants et al., 2006); see (Leow et al., 2005; Leow et al., 2006) for a detailed analysis

SC

of the effects of log-transformation on the Jacobian distribution. We tested the significance of difference
between the mean log(Jnative) of the WS and control groups using the Mann-Whitney U test voxelwise.
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Since the total brain volume in WS subjects is less than that in control subjects (see Results), the
difference of the mean log(JICBM) between the two groups was also compared by the Mann-Whitney U

MA

test, after the global brain volume differences had been adjusted out by transformation to the ICBM space.
Furthermore, to detrend any possible confounding effect of subjects’ age, analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) was performed at each voxel, with each participant’s age treated as a covariate, from which

D

we derived a percentage volume difference map adjusted for subjects’ age and the total brain volume (see

TE

APPENDIX A for details).

Correlations of regional brain volume with IQ scores
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Spearman’s rank test was applied at each voxel to identify regions where regional brain volume (Jnative)
correlated with verbal or performance IQ in WS (n = 39) and control (n = 16) subjects separately. As the
regions showing volumetric correlations with IQ may be different in different age groups (Shaw et al.,
2006), we further divided the WS subjects into adolescents (range 12-16.9 years, n = 2), young adults
(range 17-29.9 years, n = 19), and those in middle-adulthood (age ≥ 30 years, n = 18), such that the
number of subjects in the two adult groups was roughly equal, and tested the IQ correlations in the latter
two groups.

(There were too few control subjects with IQ scores available to allow comparable

subdivisions for the controls.)

Brain asymmetry
We followed the method proposed by Park et al. (2004), where brain asymmetry was detected by
mapping all the subjects to a symmetric brain template, and then regional volume differences between left
and right hemispheres can be identified by comparing the Jacobian determinant at corresponding voxels
in each hemisphere. Briefly, if h(x) = x – u(x) is the displacement field for the MDT IMDT(x) mapped to
its flipped image (across the midsagittal plane) IfMDT(x), and R(x) is the deformed image, i.e. R(x) = IMDT
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(h(x)), then with S (x) =

[R(x) + I

fMDT

2

(x)

],

the symmetric template S(x) is given by S(x) = S (h−1 (x)) ,
u(x)
. We then registered all the brains to the
2

PT

where h −1 (x) is the inverse of h(x) , and h(x) = x −

symmetric template S(x) using the fluid JRD algorithm, and the difference between log(JICBM) between

RI

corresponding voxels (which are mirror images of each other with respect to the midsagittal plane) in the
left and right hemispheres of the symmetric template brain was compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank

SC

test, using two separate one-tailed tests for right hemisphere volume greater than left one and vice versa
(this is appropriate, as the literature on hemispheric petalia - reviewed in (Toga and Thompson, 2003) -

NU

leads to pre-existing one-tailed hypotheses regarding normal frontal lobe volumetric excess on the right
and occipital lobe excess in the left hemisphere). We also evaluated if there was any difference in degree
of asymmetry between WS and control groups, using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)

MA

to test the group × side interaction, with diagnosis (WS vs. control) as the between-subject factor, and side

D

(left vs. right) as the within-subject factor (Carrion et al., 2001) (see APPENDIX B for details).

Statistical procedures for correction of multiple comparisons

TE

Overall significance was assessed by permutation methods (Nichols and Holmes, 2001) to correct for
multiple comparisons. Statistical testing was performed on each random permutation of subjects’ labels
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(e.g. “disease” or “control” in Mann-Whitney U tests, IQ scores in the correlation tests, or the ordering of
“left” and “right” in the Wilcoxon signed rank test) to construct a null distribution for the number of
voxels more significant than a fixed primary threshold applied at the voxel level (here set to P = 0.01).
The omnibus probability (i.e., corrected for multiple comparisons) was determined by comparing the
number of suprathreshold voxels in the true labeling to the permutation distribution. The number of
permutations N was chosen to control the standard error SEp of omnibus probability P, which follows a
binomial distribution B(N, P) with SEp = p(1 − p) / N (Edgington, 1995). We selected N = 8,000 tests
out of the total number of possible permutations (˜ 1023) such that the approximate margin of error (95%
confidence interval) for P was around 5% of P, and 0.05 was chosen as the significance level.

For stronger control over the likelihood of false rejections of the null hypotheses with multiple
comparisons, we adopted the method by Storey (2002), which directly measures the positive false
discovery rate (pFDR) under a given primary threshold. The pFDR method is more powerful than the
popular sequential p-value FDR method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese et al., 2002), as it
estimates the probability that the null hypothesis is true, from the empirical distribution of observed pvalues (Manly et al., 2004). The pFDR measure is theoretically more suitable for representing the “rate at
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which discoveries are false” than the FDR measure when the primary rejection region is relatively small
(Storey, 2002). Briefly, pFDR is the false discovery rate conditioned on the event that positive findings,

pFDR(γ) =

π 0 Pr(P ≤ γ H = 0)
,
Pr(P ≤ γ)

PT

rejecting the null hypothesis, have occurred, and is given by
(3)
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where π0 = Pr(H = 0) is the probability that the null hypothesis is true, and γ is the rejection threshold for

SC

the individual hypothesis, which was set to 0.01 in our experiments. We refer readers to (Storey and
Tibshirani, 2001; Storey, 2002) for details of the estimation procedures to obtain pFDR for statistical

NU

maps. By convention, a statistical map with pFDR < 0.05, i.e. a false discovery rate less than 5%, was
considered to be significant.

MA

Permutation tests and pFDR measures were performed on combined gray and white matter masks to
generate P values that were corrected for multiple comparisons within regions containing brain tissue.
White matter and gray matter masks were automatically segmented using an unsupervised Gaussian
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mixture classifier, after adjusting for spatial intensity inhomogeneity, using the software package
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3. RESULTS

TE

“BrainSuite” (Shattuck and Leahy, 2002).

3.1. Target Selection and Symmetric Brain Template

Fig. 1 shows brain MR images with lowest and highest TQS, the MDT, and the symmetric template. TQS
is a measure of how much each brain deviates from all the others in the sample (including WS and
controls), and there was no difference in TQS between WS and control subjects (WS: 2.48±0.19 voxels,
ranging from 2.23 to 2.88 voxels; controls: 2.45±0.20 voxels, ranging from 2.12 to 2.97 voxels; P = 0.3
for a group difference). The BIT happened to be one of the control subjects (TQS = 2.12 voxels). The
TQS of the MDT was 1.48 voxels.

3.2. Visualization of the Profile of Volume Alterations in WS

The total brain volume was 13% smaller in WS than control subjects (WS: 925.65±76.26 cc; controls:
1062.54±115.95 cc; P < 0.001). This is apparent in the volume (percentage reduction) map comparing
the group differences of Jnative in Fig. 2, where WS subjects exhibited widespread volume reduction over
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the whole brain (permutation test P < 0.0002, pFDR = 0.0002). To control for this overall difference in
total brain volume between groups, JICBM was compared voxelwise. Fig. 3 shows that, in WS subjects, the
volume of prefrontal and orbitofrontal areas, the anterior cingulate gyrus, inferior parietal regions at the

PT

parietooccipital junction, the superior temporal gyrus, amygdala and part of the hippocampus (most
prominently on the right side), fusiform gyrus, and cerebellum were relatively preserved (which is

RI

represented as an ‘increase’ or ‘relative excess’ in the volume percentage maps; permutation test P <
0.0002, pFDR = 0.01). However, occipital areas, parietal lobe regions close to the temporoparietal

SC

junction, the splenium and posterior body of the corpus callosum, thalamus and basal ganglia (including
globus pallidus, putamen, and caudate nucleus), and midbrain were disproportionally reduced in WS, i.e.

NU

reduced to an even greater extent than the level of overall brain volume reduction (permutation test P <
0.0002, pFDR = 0.01). The volume increase/reduction in the native and the ICBM spaces was also found

MA

to be significant after adjusting for effects of age using ANCOVA (native space: permutation test P <
0.0002, pFDR = 0.03; ICBM space: permutation test P < 0.0002, pFDR = 0.02).
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3.3. Correlations of Regional Brain Volume with IQ Scores

39 WS and 16 control subjects underwent IQ testing. WS subjects had lower full-scale, verbal and
performance IQ scores than control subjects (full-scale IQ: 68.7±8.4 vs. 104.3±12.4, mean±SD, P <
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0.001; verbal IQ: 72.1±7.4 vs. 103.3±11.0, P < 0.001; performance IQ: 67.7±8.6 vs. 104.6±12.7, P <
0.001; Mann-Whitney U tests). However, WS subjects were relatively proficient in verbal tests as the
difference between verbal and performance IQ scores was larger in WS (verbal − performance IQ:
4.4±7.1 in WS vs. -1.25±9.2 in controls, P = 0.02; Mann-Whitney U tests). This trend was made clearer
by comparing the index (verbal − performance IQ)/0.5(verbal + performance IQ) to adjust for the group
differences in IQ scores (WS: 0.066±0.099, controls: -0.011±0.084, P = 0.005; Mann-Whitney U tests).
In either group, there were no positive or negative correlations between either verbal or performance IQ
scores and the overall brain volume (in WS: P = 0.90 for verbal IQ, and P = 0.56 for performance IQ; in
controls: P = 0.09 for verbal IQ, and P = 0.11 for performance IQ) or the regional brain volume (in the
native space) (in WS: permutation test P = 0.5, pFDR = 1.0 for verbal IQ, permutation test P = 0.2, pFDR
= 0.28 for performance IQ; in controls: permutation test P = 0.07, pFDR = 0.06 for verbal IQ,
permutation test P = 0.09, pFDR = 0.10 for performance IQ; figures not shown).

We further examined IQ correlations with brain morphology in the adult WS subjects, classifying them
into individuals in young adulthood (range 17-29.9 years, n = 19) or middle adulthood (age ≥ 30 years, n
= 18). There was no difference in verbal IQ between these two groupings (early-adult: 72.6±5.7, middle-
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adult: 73.1±7.9, P = 0.96; Mann-Whitney U tests), but the middle-adult individuals had higher
performance IQ scores than the young-adult ones (early-adult: 71.3±8.0, controls: 66.2±6.5, P = 0.026;
Mann-Whitney U tests). Furthermore, in WS subjects aged 30 or over, regional brain volumes were

PT

positively correlated with performance IQ scores in bilateral anterior cingulate gyrus, in the genu and
splenium of the corpus callosum, in parietal, occipital and prefrontal areas, right amygdala, hippocampus,

RI

fusiform gyrus and orbitofrontal areas, left superior temporal gyrus, and in the cerebellum and pons
(permutation test: P = 0.038, pFDR = 0.02, Fig. 4). Negative correlations were not significant. No

SC

positive or negative correlations were detected between regional brain volume and verbal IQ scores in
healthy control adults aged 30 or over, and verbal and performance IQ scores in WS subjects younger

NU

than 30 (figures not shown).

MA

3.4. Brain Asymmetry in WS and Control Subjects

Fig. 5 shows that the patterns of brain volume asymmetry are similar for both WS and control groups

D

(brain volume asymmetry was significant in both WS and control groups, corrected for multiple

TE

comparisons, with permutation test P < 0.0002, pFDR = 0.013 for regions with right > left volumes and
permutation test P = 0.0008, pFDR = 0.017 for regions with left > right volumes in WS, and permutation
test P = 0.005, pFDR = 0.013 for right > left and permutation test P = 0.001, pFDR = 0.015 for left >
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right in controls). As anticipated from the literature on brain torque and hemispheric petalias (Toga and
Thompson, 2003), there was a rightward asymmetry (i.e., greater volume on the right) in the frontal and
temporal lobes, and leftward asymmetry in occipital lobes. The thalamus, putamen, globus pallidus, and
caudate nucleus were found to be larger on the left side in both groups. WS subjects had a right larger
than left planum temporale. In control subjects, the planum temporale is larger in the left hemisphere, but
the difference was either at trend-level or only significant for the medial part. WS subjects also differed
from controls in that they displayed a rightward asymmetry in amygdala and hippocampus, and exhibited
a less prominent occipital petalia. However, this group-by-side interaction does not reach statistical
significance, when corrected for multiple comparisons (pFDR = 0.9).

3.5. Scanner Effect

78 subjects were scanned at the Salk Institute (with 24 WS and 16 controls at one scanner, and 17 WS and
21 controls at the other scanner), and 2 subjects were scanned at Stanford University (both were controls),
using the same GE-Signa 1.5 T scanner type and the same SPGR pulse sequence. For the subjects imaged
at the Salk Institute, there was no difference in the distributions of diagnosis (chi-square test: P = 0.257),
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age (28.4±8.6 vs. 28.4±8.2, mean±SD, P = 0.987), or gender (14M/26F vs. 18M/20F, P = 0.358) between
those who were assigned to each of the two scanners. We further covaried out the scanner effect from the
volumetric results by comparing JICBM and Jnative (the ICBM space and native space Jacobian maps)

PT

between WS and control subjects using ANCOVA, with the scanner treated as a confounding variable
(the two scanners at the Salk Institute were coded as 1 and 2 respectively, and the scanner at Stanford

RI

University as 3). We found that volume increase/reduction in the native and the ICBM spaces was still
highly significant in the presence of the scanner covariate (native space: permutation test P < 0.0002,

SC

pFDR = 0.0008; ICBM space: permutation test P < 0.0002, pFDR = 0.018).
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4. DISCUSSION
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Our study demonstrated that TBM based on fluid registration is helpful to visualize the profile of 3D
volumetric differences in WS. Our findings corroborate prior work that used VBM and volumetric
assessments (Reiss et al., 2000; Schmitt et al., 2001b, a; Tomaiuolo et al., 2002; Meyer-Lindenberg et al.,
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2004; Reiss et al., 2004; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005b; Boddaert et al., 2006; Eckert et al., 2006a),
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showing disproportionate reduction in parieto-occipital lobes, posterior corpus callosum, thalamus and
midbrain, but preservation in prefrontal and orbitofrontal areas, anterior cingulate, superior temporal
gyrus, amygdala and hippocampus, fusiform gyrus and cerebellum. Reduction in the volume of the
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parieto-occipital regions, as well as the posterior corpus callosum where white matter fibers interconnect
opposite visual and visual association cortices (de Lacoste et al., 1985), may be causally implicated in the
visuospatial dysfunction observed in WS subjects (Bellugi et al., 1999; Bellugi et al., 2000; Brown et al.,
2003). Relative preservation of the right fusiform gyrus and amygdala, which are involved in visual
analysis of faces among other tasks (Haxby et al., 1999; Kawashima et al., 1999; Hoffman and Haxby,
2000; Mobbs et al., 2004; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005a; Haxby, 2006), may be linked to the nearnormal level of face perception and recognition in WS subjects (Bellugi et al., 2000). The right amygdala
was also found to be more active in WS subjects than controls in response to musical stimuli, which may
be relevant to their exceptional sensitivity to music (Levitin et al., 2003). Reductions in the basal ganglia
in WS have not been emphasized in prior studies. Jernigan et al. (1993) found that, based on MR
volumetry, the lenticular nucleus to cerebral gray matter proportion is smaller in WS compared with
Down syndrome, but is not different than in controls. Reiss et al. (2004) detected a single cluster with
reduced gray matter density in the left caudate nucleus by applying VBM. Using TBM here, we showed
that the basal ganglia, including the caudate nucleus, putamen and globus pallidus, is significantly
reduced in WS. This is congruent with a recent functional MRI study (Mobbs et al., 2006), which showed
that neural activity in bilateral striatum, especially in the caudate nucleus and putamen, is significantly
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lower in WS than in typically developing subjects during a response inhibition task, suggesting striatal
dysfunction. Although TBM is based on using a deformation algorithm to infer local volume increase or
decrease based on changes in tissue boundaries, rather than true changes in cell/fiber density or

PT

physiological integrity of neural tissues, it is sensitive enough to visualize structural abnormalities that
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may be linked with these functional alterations.

The WS and control subjects were examined in Reiss et al. (2004), Thompson et al. (2005), and Gaser et
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al. (2006); however, this paper is partially independent of the previous ones in both the methodologies
and in regions and signals assessed. Reiss et al. (2004) compared total and regional gray and white
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matter volume and density using volumetric measurements and the VBM method. Thompson et al.
(2005) identified regionally specific alterations in cortical thickness, using surface-based cortical models

MA

and sulcal landmark-guided registration. This paper uses the TBM method, which focuses mainly on
mapping the 3D profile of volume reductions in subcortical gray and white matter in WS. As such, while
our results are largely congruent with earlier findings of subcortical volume reductions, they should be
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viewed as presenting complementary measures; the study cannot strictly speaking be viewed as an
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independent replication of earlier reports as the sample of subjects assessed is the same.

If cortical gray matter distribution is compared across subjects, clearly the geometry of the gyri and
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sulcal features is highly convoluted and individual gyri or sulci are not readily distinguished based on
image intensity alone. As a result, most intensity-based automated registration algorithms (for both TBM
and VBM) are unable to match them accurately for purposes of morphometric comparisons, unless
specific cortical features are added to constrain the correspondence (e.g., (Fischl et al., 1999; Thompson
et al., 2000)). In particular, a surface-based warping method, using explicitly defined cortical landmarks,
may be more appropriate for detecting cortical thickening or thinning in WS, as landmark points defined
on the cortical surfaces can be explicitly matched when compared data across subjects and groups
(Thompson et al., 1996; Thompson et al., 2005). Nevertheless, surface-based warping methods provide
no information below the cortex; manual labeling of gyral and sulcal landmarks can also be laborintensive. If anatomical correspondences are defined automatically to increase efficiency, algorithms
typically assume that aligning 3D features, such as mean curvature or conformal factor measures,
increases anatomical homology across subjects (Fischl et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2005; Lui et al., 2007).
Therefore, cortical differences in WS may be better detected using surface-based modeling methods, but
TBM complements traditional volumetric studies in WS with greater automation, additional detail in the
form of 3D maps, and improved 3D visualization of deficits in subcortical gray and white matter regions.
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Compared with the unmodulated (Reiss et al., 2004; Boddaert et al., 2006) or modulated (MeyerLindenberg et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2006a) VBM methods, in which the “gray matter density” or “gray
matter volume” is compared across groups of subjects, the TBM method directly detects volume
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reductions in gray and white matter. Because VBM and TBM differ in the signals they examine, and in
their power to detect differences in different regions of the brain, there are some differences in volumetric
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findings using these methods. Specifically, our TBM results here are consistent with those found by Reiss
et al. (2004) using unmodulated VBM, in that gray matter volume (TBM) or density (unmodulated VBM)
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was reduced in parietal-occipital gyri, but preserved in orbitofrontal gyri, cerebellar vermis and
hemispheres, and cingulate and fusiform gyri. Nevertheless, TBM found additional volume reductions in
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the basal ganglia and the thalamus, while unmodulated VBM detected reduced gray matter density in the
parahippocampal gyri bilaterally. The unmodulated, or standard VBM method measures the voxel
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intensity of smoothed, spatially normalized gray matter maps, which is defined as the locally weighted
average of gray matter density in a region defined by a smoothing filter (Ashburner and Friston, 2000;
Good et al., 2001b). If no modulation step is applied, comparisons of gray matter density alone do not
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fully reflect volume differences between subjects, as they do not contain information on the expansions
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and contractions needed to match the subject to the template (the Jacobian maps). The modulated, or
optimized VBM method (Good et al., 2001b) addresses this issue by multiplying (modulating) the voxel
intensity value of the spatially normalized gray matter maps by the corresponding Jacobian determinant of
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the deformation fields, so that the measured amount of gray matter at each voxel, which is the product of
the gray matter density and the volume of the deformed voxel, remains unchanged during warping.
Davatzikos et al. (2001) have proposed a conceptually related approach. Nevertheless, if gray matter
density and volumetric expansion are multiplied, the resulting compound measure at each voxel
represents the mixed influence of regional gray matter volume, thickness and volumetric averaging by the
smoothing filter (Eckert et al., 2006a), and thus may be somewhat less explicit in its physical meaning
than using the Jacobian maps directly, which measure volume differences.

Based on comparing the ratio of verbal-peformance IQ difference to the average of both test scores, the
intellectual ability in WS subjects is more skewed toward language than visuospatial processing,
compared with normal individuals. This is also evident in their relative facility in grammar, proclivity for
unusual vocabulary, and enrichment in language affect, which is remarkable given their impairments in
general cognition (Bellugi et al., 1999; Bellugi et al., 2001). Performance IQ in WS subjects aged 30 or
over was found to be related to the volume of brain structures that have been previously reported to
correlate with full-scale or performance IQ, such as prefrontal, parietal and occipital regions (Reiss et al.,
1996; Flashman et al., 1997; Nguyen and McDaniel, 2000; Thompson et al., 2001; Posthuma et al., 2002;
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Gray and Thompson, 2004; Haier et al., 2004; McDaniel, 2005; Shaw et al., 2006). This may reflect a
possible benefit of greater gray and/or white volume for visuospatial processing (perhaps via increased
myelination or conduction velocity). The linkage of performance IQ with volumes of limbic structures,
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such as anterior cingulate gyrus, amygdala, hippocampus, and orbitofrontal areas may be of special
interest. The anterior cingulate gyrus, particularly the dorsal part, is an important component of parallel
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distributed attentional and emotional networks that are involved in cognitive processing by handling
conflicting or competitive stimuli coming from different brain areas (Bush et al., 2000). Its gray matter
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volume is also correlated with performance IQ (Wilke et al., 2003), although it is not clear whether this is
an anatomically specific correlation or mediated by the overall relationship between brain volume and IQ.
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The right hippocampus is activated in topographical learning and memory retrieval tasks, showing
increased regional blood flow on positron emission tomography (Maguire et al., 1996; Maguire, 1997;
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Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005b). Nevertheless, the mechanisms that associate brain structure volumes
and intellectual ability, especially in the presence of disease interactions such as Williams syndrome,
remain largely unknown. Alternatively, regions with positive correlations between performance IQ and

D

brain volume may coincide with those that show significant volume differences between WS and
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controls. In that case, a greater relative preservation in brain volume may indicate less disease burden, and
thus better intellectual performance. It is not surprising that we found no correlation between IQ and
overall or regional brain volume for the whole WS or control group, as a large sample size is commonly
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required to detect such correlation in normal subjects (Nguyen and McDaniel, 2000; Thompson et al.,
2001; Gray and Thompson, 2004), and the pattern of correlation may be different in different age groups
(Wilke et al., 2003; Shaw et al., 2006). We also cannot rule out that there is an IQ × disease interaction,
but there were not enough control subjects with IQ scores available to determine this.

The results from our analysis of brain asymmetry showed the well-known frontal and occipital petalia in
control subjects, consistent with other VBM studies (Good et al., 2001a; Watkins et al., 2001). To our
knowledge, this asymmetry pattern has not been mapped before with TBM. WS subjects exhibited frontal
petalia, but the occipital petalia was somewhat less prominent (albeit not significantly so).

Prior

volumetric analyses on this subject population showed a significant group-by-side interaction with
leftward asymmetry for occipital gray matter volume in WS subjects (Reiss et al., 2004); however, our
TBM study did not detect this. Possible reasons include (i) TBM is less sensitive in detecting the relative
extent of gray/white matter volume contributions; (ii) intensity-based registration may not match cortical
gray matter as well as subcortical gray or white matter. In the normal population, the planum temporale
is greater in volume in the left hemisphere (Geschwind and Levitsky, 1968; Galaburda et al., 1978; Good
et al., 2001a; Watkins et al., 2001), although some reports found that such leftward asymmetry was not
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significant, which may be due to different anatomical criteria and parcellation methods, measurement of
surface area rather than gray matter volume, power limitations in small samples, and the effects of brain
size correction (Beaton, 1997; Westbury et al., 1999). Moreover, planum temporale is somewhat difficult

PT

to localize consistently on brain MRI and there is substantial volume variation and some cytoarchitectural
variation of the histologically defined planum temporale with respect to grossly observable anatomical
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landmarks (Steinmetz et al., 1989). In WS subjects, we found that the right planum temporale was larger
in volume, which is at variance with the leftward asymmetry in surface areas detected in a largely
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overlapping sample of subjects (Eckert et al., 2006b), and in a previous small-sample study (Hickok et al.,
1995). This discrepancy may result from: (i) the volume comparison computed from the Jacobian
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determinant of registration deformation fields differing in definition from the volume or surface area
measured in volumetric analysis; (ii) adjustment for overall brain volume by mapping data to the ICBM

MA

stereotaxic space may not have the same effect as linear detrending of the overall volume using statistical
procedures such as ANCOVA, and (iii) intensity-based registration accuracy may be not optimal for small
substructures such as the planum temporale, which lack sharply contrasting boundaries on MRI.

D

Nevertheless, the leftward asymmetry in WS subjects was greatly reduced, and WS subjects had a
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significantly larger right planum temporale, but not left planum temporale, than the control subjects,
whether the planum areas were adjusted for cerebral tissue volume or not (Eckert et al., 2006b). This may
be linked with the thickening in the language cortex of the right hemisphere found in our previous study
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(Thompson et al., 2005).

In this paper we used the “minimum-deformation target” (MDT) as the common template for image
registration and statistical comparisons, which is helpful to reduce any bias in the registration process
towards the particular geometry of a single subject. We built the MDT by averaging the deformation
fields rather than averaging the voxel intensities of the registered images (Evans et al., 1992; Good et al.,
2001a; Watkins et al., 2001), as the effect sizes for group comparisons based on using an MDT with
intensity distributions similar to a single brain have been found to be greater than using an average
intensity atlas (Chiang et al., 2007). This is apparent in the subcortical gray matter where the intensity
contrast with the surrounding white matter is lower when using an average intensity template. The MDT
was derived from the best individual target (BIT) with lowest TQS among all study participants, which
we considered as a better target than any individual subject because the geometry of the BIT is the most
representative of the whole group and deviates the least from all other brains; i.e., the warping required
for other subjects to be mapped to the BIT is minimal on average. Furthermore, using the BIT to make
the MDT may be theoretically better than using a single-subject standard template, e.g., the Colin27 brain
template (Holmes et al., 1998), as in our previous approach (Lee et al., 2007), as the BIT was scanned
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with the same imaging parameters and has a similar morphology to the study subjects. Nevertheless, the
BIT-MDT method suffers from a relatively high computational load (it requires N(N-1) or ~N2 nonlinear
registrations for N subjects to determine the BIT), and further comparisons of these two approaches on the

PT

effect sizes for disease detection are required (see (Chou et al., 2007) for related work).
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Prior to nonlinear deformation, all images were first aligned to the ICBM template using affine
registration with scaling in x-, y-, and z- directions, such that the linear term was fitted before estimating

SC

the nonlinear parameters. Although the warping can be performed on the native space data, an initial 9parameter transformation helps to avoid misregistrations due to the deformation field settling in local

NU

minima of the cost function, and to accelerate convergence. JICBM obtained from fluid mapping in the
ICBM space for an individual subject to the MDT is then convertible to Jnative in the native space by

MA

dividing by the zoom factor resulting from the affine transformation. Comparing JICBM can be considered
as comparing the relative (proportional) volumes of regional brain structures, as the difference in global
brain volume has been scaled out, while Jnative refers to the regional volume of structures at their original
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scale (native space or ‘scanner space’). We studied brain asymmetry using JICBM in order to avoid giving
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greater weights on more-symmetric brains with greater global volume in statistical tests than moreasymmetric ones with smaller global volume. This also ensured that regional differences were not
confounded by global brain differences when group-by-side interactions are tested. On the other hand,
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we linked Jnative with IQ scores, as we were interested in detecting the specific regions where their native
volume is positively correlated to subjects’ IQ, on the basis that greater total brain volume is correlated
with higher IQ and may be functionally beneficial for physiological reasons (McDaniel, 2005).

Although this study, as well as others (Schmitt et al., 2001b; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2004; Reiss et al.,
2004), suggests a seemingly natural rule that reduction and preservation of volume may be linked with the
functional integrity or capacity of brain structures in WS and normal subjects, this may imply an overly
simplistic relationship between structure and function.

For instance, increased thickness in the

perisylvian region of the parieto-occipital cortex in WS was not clearly associated with any apparent
functional gain but mostly likely with aberrant packing of cortical neurons (Thompson et al., 2005). A
combined VBM and functional MRI study on WS subjects revealed that even though the volume of the
hippocampal formation was preserved, its function was impaired (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005b). To
understand relations between white matter volume and its functional integrity, different types of
investigations are required. A preliminary diffusion tensor imaging study showed reduced diffusivity
indices (fractional anisotropy and trace) in the right parieto-occipital regions, indicating altered white
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matter integrity (Marenco et al., 2004). We expect that a future combination of TBM and diffusion tensor
imaging will be advantageous in unraveling the underlying white-matter structural-functional connection
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in WS.
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APPENDIX

A. Analysis of covariance for the group difference of regional brain volume

SC

To detrend any possible confounding effect of subjects’ age on the regional volumetric differences
observed between groups, analysis of covariance was performed at each voxel by least-squares fitting of

NU

coefficients β i in the following general linear model:

log(J ICBM ) = β 0 + β1 ⋅ Diagnosis + β 2 ⋅ Age + ε .

(A1)
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Here diagnosis was coded as a binary variable (0 for control and 1 for WS), and age was detrended as a
covariate. ε is an error term. We then tested H0: β 1 = 0 by defining an F statistic (Rencher, 2002),
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distributed approximately as Fh,n-q-1:

n

q

(SSR f − SSRr ) h
SSE f (n − q −1)
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F=

,
(A2)
n

q

i=1

j= 0
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where SSRf = ∑ ∑ βˆ j x ij y i is the regression sum of squares, and SSE f = ∑ ( y i − ∑ βˆ j x ij ) 2 is the sum of
i=1 j= 0

n q− h

squares of error for the full model (Eq. A1). SSRr = ∑ ∑ βˆrj x rij y i is the regression sum of squares for the
reduced model:

i=1 j= 0

log(J ICBM ) = β r0 + β r1 ⋅ Age + εr .

(A3)

Here n is the total number of subjects, q is the number of variables in the full model (= 2 for diagnosis and
age), and h is the number of variable to be tested (=1 for diagnosis). yi represents log(JICBM), βˆ j or βˆrj the
estimated regression coefficient, and xij or xrij the independent variables of subject i, with the subscript r
for the reduced model; for instance, xi1 indicates the value coding for diagnosis (0 or 1), and xi2 the age of
subject i, and xi0 = 1 is the regression constant. We rejected H0 if F > Fα, where α = 0.01.
B. Repeated measures analysis of variance for the group by side interaction effect
We compared the difference in asymmetry between WS and control groups by voxelwise testing the
following null hypothesis H0:
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µ00 − µ01 = µ10 − µ11 ,

(B1)

where µij is the mean of log(JICBM) at the voxel for diagnosis group i and side j, with i ∈ {0, 1} = {control,
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WS} and j ∈ {0, 1} = {left, right}. Writing Eq. B1 in matrix-vector form, we defined a contrast vector c
= [1 -1]T, then the above H0 becomes:
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cT µ 0 = cT µ1,

(B2)

cT Ec
cT (E + H)c

K −1n k −1

K −1

k= 0 l= 0

k= 0

.

(B3)
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Λ=
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where µi = [µi0 µi1]T. The group by side interaction effect can be tested by the Wilks’ Λ (Rencher, 2002):
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Here E = ∑ ∑ (y kl − y k• )(y kl − y k• ) T and H = ∑ nk (y k• − y •• )(y k• − y •• )T . ykl = [ykl0 ykl1]T is the voxel
value vector for log(JICBM) at the left (subscript = 0) and right (subscript = 1) sides of subject l in
n k −1

K −1n k −1

K −1

k= 0 l= 0

k= 0

diagnosis group k, y k• = ∑ y kl nk , and y •• = ∑ ∑ y kl N , while N = ∑ nk is the total number of subjects,
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l= 0
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which were assigned to K diagnostic groups with each group composed of nk subjects. Λ is distributed as
Λp,νH,νE, with p = number of sides (left and right) − 1 = 1, νH = K − 1, and νE = N − K. We rejected H0 if
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Λ = Λα,p,νH,νE, where α was set to 0.01.
FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. This figure shows, from left to right, the brain with highest TQS (a WS subject), the lowest TQS (a control subject), the
MDT, and the symmetric template derived from the MDT. The mean deformation distance between the registration target and
the population of WS and control brains is greatly reduced by averaging the deformation fields, and the MDT, compared with the
lowest TQS brain from which it is derived, has a smoother gyral morphology, and is close to symmetric.

Fig. 2. Voxelwise comparisons of WS and control brain volumes in the native space show widespread volume reductions
throughout the entire brain, which reflects the fact that total brain volume in WS subjects is less than controls. Nevertheless, the
volumes of the frontal lobes and cerebellum are relatively preserved.

Fig. 3. Volumetric maps show systematic differences in brain morphology in WS. WS and control brain volumes were
compared in the ICBM space to adjust for individual differences in total brain volumes. The ratio of the mean JICBM in WS to the
mean JICBM in control subjects was computed voxelwise to map the 3D profile of brain volume increases (color-coded as red) or
reductions (color-coded as blue) (first row). Panels (a) to (d) show relative preservation of the volume (which is shown as
increase in the volume percentage maps) in prefrontal and orbitofrontal areas, anterior cingulate gyrus, inferior parietal regions at
the parietooccipital junction, superior temporal gyrus, amygdala and part of hippocampus (especially on the right side), fusiform
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gyrus, and cerebellum. Occipital areas, parietal lobes close to temporoparietal junction, splenium and posterior body of the
corpus callosum, thalamus and the basal ganglia (including globus pallidus, putamen, and caudate nucleus), and midbrain are
disproportionally reduced. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to obtain the significance maps for the volume increase (second
row) or reduction (third row). Abbreviations: aCG: anterior cingulate gyrus, Amy: amygdala, BG: basal ganglia, FG: fusiform
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gyrus, HP: hippocampus, IP: inferior parietal region, MiB: midbrain, OF: orbitofrontal area, OL: occipital lobe, PF: prefrontal
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area, PL: parietal lobe, SCC: splenium of the corpus callosum, STG: superior temporal gyrus, TL: thalamus.

Fig. 4. In WS subjects aged 30 or over, regionally greater brain volume was associated with higher performance IQ scores in (a)

SC

bilateral anterior cingulate gyrus, in the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum, parietal, occipital and prefrontal areas, and in
the cerebellum and pons (b) left superior temporal gyrus and (c) right amygdala, hippocampus and orbitofrontal areas. These
correlations were assessed using Spearman’s (non-parametric) rank correlation. Abbreviations: aCG: anterior cingulate gyrus,
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Amy: amygdala, FG: fusiform gyrus, GCC: genu of the corpus callosum, HP: hippocampus, OF: orbitofrontal area, OL: occipital
lobe, PL: parietal lobe, SCC: splenium of the corpus callosum, STG: superior temporal gyrus.
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Fig. 5. Visualization of the brain asymmetry pattern in WS subjects and controls. In each group, the percentage maps (showing
relative volume) were computed based on the difference in the log(JICBM) between the ipsilateral voxel and its mirror image (with
respect to the midsagittal plane) in the contralateral hemisphere, with an asymmetry percentage value defined as 100%×(JLJR)/[(JL+JR)/2] for voxels in the left hemisphere, and 100%×(JR-JL)/[(JL+JR)/2] for voxels in the right hemisphere, where JR and
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JL are the corresponding Jacobian determinants in left and right hemispheres (Steinmetz, 1996). The difference in the log(JICBM)
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between left and right sides was tested nonparametrically to obtain z-value maps using the normal approximation to the MannWhitney distribution, with z > 0 indicating ipsilateral > contralateral, colored-coded in red, and z < 0 for ipsilateral <
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contralateral, colored-coded in blue. The z-value maps are associated with probability maps that indicate the significance of zvalues greater than zero. Both WS and control subjects exhibited frontal and occipital petalias (rightward asymmetry in frontal
and temporal lobes, and leftward asymmetry in occipital lobes), though the occipital petalia was less apparent in WS. The
thalamus, putamen, globus pallidus, and caudate nucleus were larger in the left hemisphere in both groups. The planum
temporale was larger in the right hemisphere in WS subjects, but larger in the left hemisphere in control subjects. Even so, this
difference was either at trend-level or only significant in the medial part. Compared with control subjects, WS participants
showed a trend for a larger right amygdala and hippocampus, but this group-by-side interaction did not reach statistical
significance when formally tested by ANOVA. Abbreviations: Amy: amygdala, Cd: caudate nucleus, HP: hippocampus, PT:
planum temporale, Tm: thalamus.
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